Abstract

In the process of inspection and quality control of steel sheets which is considered as an important issue in the metal industry surface defects of metals is one of the reasons that reduces the quality of products, also the detection of different defects in raw metals with the naked eye is very difficult and given that in recent years, automatic surface inspection system has made remarkable progress and is deemed as the research’s mainstream and while the accuracy of visual inspection of people is different there is a need to a rapid, accurate, and non-destructive way to identify and classify surface defects based on the texture and form of this product and guarantee metal quality in the production process; also, increase the production rate and helps separating defective metal from normal metal in a very short period of time. The main purpose of examining surface automatically is to investigate defective parts by comparing the user requirements and the generated images to minimize the wastes led to the product rejection to be delivered steel with better quality to the customer. Accordingly, the expression of different methods and examine them.
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